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6/16/71 

Dear Sylvia, 

With thane,  I return the Thorreley lettere. There is ma where the typine is different 

and eale, that of 12/7/68, velich is done on identically the same IcaLLI of aaohine ae one 
of t e two uaed in this threat. A different Lechler!, even different size typo, wee used 

for the envelope. I have not copied any of these, even those that rater to ec. I'd 

appreciate it if you would copy the one on top and let no have you: original. ('bviously, 

thin laud o2 eoieatific work is beyond my capacity, but the cleareet poeeible aampkb is 
the bee that would be ,aquired. An you understand, such a thing can exculpate as well as 

indrimiaate. To sey it is the same kind is riot to =max cay It is the same mae]rihn. 

I had a toes of the Clint l'olton column but lost it, but I dida't copy any of this. 

I hpe that at some time you will see your eey cheap to let me have melee of theme 
thinda that relate to no. They are rubeish, from beeleaniree to end, but thee° are sick 
people who are mor,) dangerouo than they otherwise would be because they are aide. Gary can 

tell, you the technical name for Thornley's. Be was here once when Tbornley called me, or 

I callod aim, and heard the entire conversation. It is typical of none thing or other. 

Actually, had it not been for me Tboenley would have been in worse shaped. I sevod him 

from a Me co charge, ax: it was to turniout, at some rick. Worst plane ride I ever had, that 

aWfully bed.red4, of couree, nothing in it foe ee. 

If I haven't told you, I had nothing to do with whatever OG did, wee aoe consulted 
before oe aftee hie ,rand-jual appearance, do not even have the indicteent or information, 

and eevee had that lutereet in ET. The telly thing or. ehich I was conoulted wee so zwiculous 

I ridiculed it to a late-coniag deitha that NBC had offered him a big hunk for a cheater 
of his heel:. 	tehooe stupidities listened to eo, Thoeuley would hey been better off 

(and you $100 richer). There are others with a superficially more important ;essibility 

of involvement where I did the investigation and they were not bothered. in Thornley's 
case, ae it turns out, I am just aai hnlay this did not come to pass. Thole axe still some 
thinge reoeiring answer, and he hatal t answered them. Due that I an sure ho didn't tell 
you is that after the first interview ho wont back to the FBI to offer to fink. 

Over the years, I have often wondered hoe =eh of this is /Af ton's doing. They did 

get together on an affidavit that framed ohn Rene heindell. 

I must have misread your lOter about the cat. Oke, until the lazt, always had an 
abundant eupely, so the die-tree:a at the loss of any 'One was offset by the presence of 
the others. 

It i.. the style and languao: of the threat that 'ougeoets Thernley, 82 it also 

sugeeato a deliberate effort t6 make it angeostt'him. Be is not the only one, and of tho 
others, I also have samples. From here on I do nothing„ It is up to others. There is also 

an inherent threat against McGovern. It war; sent to Gravel's AA at his home. From a 

Rockville (fiotitieus) address on my birthday with I.F.Stone's name on the envelope. 
Gravel si toek it seriously enough to call in the SecrotService. It be 	"Oen fir. 

Weisberg translate", and nobody in Gravel's office had ever heard of me. I supeoee SS 
told them. But what a combo? 

Nape you have, a good vacation. Envy you. I hope to have Agent Oswald Written by your 
return and I'd like you to co over the ms when I do. Two rahnths is outasight, no matter how 

much you earned it. Enjoy, enjoy! 
And thanks, 



14 June 1971 

Dear Harold, 

You must have read my letter too hastily, for you completely reversed 
my actual meaning. what I said was that non-cat-people might not understand 
my distress but that you, since you were a cat-person, would be aware of my 
state of anxiety without my needing to spell it out in detail. In any case, 
my dear cat died last Friday, while under care at a private animal clinic. 
A very large mass had been discovered near her kidney but before surgery 
could be performed, she expired, having become very emaciated and feeble 
from what was probably a malignancy of some kind. 

Because of my emotional anguish and even physical devastation, I have 
not been able to deal with your letter of the 10th with the same care that 
I would normally give it. I never had very much correspondence with 
Thornley and what there was ceased in 1969. However, I am enclosing 
herewith (1) a batch of his public mailings and circulars, which are the 
originals and which I should like back some time, no rush; and (2) an 
envelope containing about eight sample passages from xeroxed copies of 
letters written by Thornley in 1968 or 1969, to me or to other persons 
with copies to me. I have tried to select the most inocuous passages 
in terms of content, for obviously I am very uncomfortable at being in 
a position of sharing parts of letters not intended for persons other 
than those who received them, or seeming to share your suspicion of 
Thornley as the writer of the anonymous letter in question. If I am 
sending these excerpts at all, it is with the hope and expectation that 
they will serve to eliminate him from suspicion, or eliminate his 
typewriterls). 	It seems elementary that anyone writing an anonymous 
letter, expecially a threatening one, would be sure to use a typewriter 
that had little or no known link with himself. That being so, the 
failure to match the anonymous typewriting with anyone's known typewriting 
is rather meaningless. However, I did want to satisfy your request, so 
far as I could, since I had been unable to meet your preceding, unrelated 
request for the Texas A-G- materials, so here is what I was able to dig 
up for you. 

Needless to say, I hope that the anonymous letter is nothing more 
than a crank letter and that there is no genuine danger to you from 
the writer. 

Although I will be away for all of July and August, urgent mail 
sent to my usual address will still reach me, so that I hope you will 
let me know of any really major developments. But probably we will 
be in touch at least once more before I actually leave. Do take every 
care, Harold. 

As always, 


